TO : THE IG ES/WS/SS/NS/NCR/CS/SES/INES/DOS & DAE/APS II/APS III
HQ. DELHI/NISA HYDERABAD (INCLUDING ESTI HYDERABAD)/ FIRE.

INFO : THE SDG/APS CISF APS HQR. MAHIPALPUR.
THE ADG/NORTH MAHIPALPUR.

FROM : THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL, CISF HQR. NEW DELHI.

E-38018/Estt.-II/20/2020/ 62  DATED : 11/06/2020

RELIEF OF PERSONNEL POSTED TO DMRC AS REPLACEMENT FOR IS DUTY
PERSONNEL: CHANGE OF RELIEVING DATE (.) KINDLY REFER TO THIS DTE.

SO NO.319/2020 DATED 20.03.2020 REGARDING POSTING OF PERSONNEL FROM
VARIOUS UNITS TO CISF UNIT DMRC DELHI (TO REPLACE IS DUTY PERSONNEL),
MESSAGE NO.E-38018/ESTT-II/20/2020/47 DATED 27.04.2020 AND MESSAGE NO.56
DATED 20.05.2020 (.) VIDE MESSAGE NO.56 DATED 20.05.2020, IT HAS BEEN
INSTRUCTED TO RELIEVE THE PERSONNEL AFFECTED FOR POSTING TO CISF
UNIT DMRC DELHI (TO REPLACE IS DUTY PERSONNEL) IN TWO PHASES I.E. 1ST
PHASE SHOULD BE RELIEVED BY 20.06.2020 AND 2ND PHASE SHOULD BE
RELIEVED BY 10.07.2020 IN VIEW OF BUDGETARY CONSTRAINTS REGULATING
QUARTERLY EXPENDITURE AND THE PREVAILING COVID-19 SCENARIO (.) NOW,
DG/CISF HAS APPROVED THAT THE AFFECTED PERSONNEL SHOULD BE
RELIEVED IN TWO PHASES I.E. 1ST PHASE SHOULD BE RELIEVED BY 20.07.2020
(INSTEAD OF 1ST PHASE BY 20.06.2020) AND 2ND PHASE SHOULD BE RELIEVED BY
10.08.2020 (INSTEAD OF 2ND PHASE BY 10.07.2020 (.) ALL OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
MENTIONED IN MESSAGE NO.56 DATED 20.05.2020 WILL REMAIN UNCHANGED (.)
MMU (. ) MSG END//

COPY TO:--

1) The AIG/Adm. CISF Hqr. New Delhi : for necessary action please.

2) The AIG/Tech. CISF Hqr. New Delhi : for information and placing the message in
CISF Web site.